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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The existence of social inequalities in health does not only raise import ethical

questions (Daniels, 2008), it also suggests potential for improving overall popula-

tion health by enhancing the health status of those who are worse off and, thus,

reducing health inequalities. Improving the health status of populations is an

important policy goal, and better understanding the linkages between social strat-

ification and health can identify key levers for doing so. However, the multifaceted

nature of socioeconomic status (SES) and the multilevel nature upon which it

operates makes it difficult to find simple solutions.

In four empirical Chapters, the present book examined a number of pathways

that lead from aspects of social stratification to health. After demonstrating the

remarkable variability of health gradients not only between, but also within coun-

tries, it proceeded to explore how subjective aspects of SES affected health, taking

into account how these effects are modified by the social conditions in societies.

Having shown that subjective perceptions of SES affect health in a large number

of countries, the role of social comparisons for health is examined to get a closer

understanding of how subjective aspects of SES affect health. An additional as-

pect of health inequalities are inequalities in power relationships in health care. To

shed light on the SES aspects of this important area, the role of the doctor–patient

relationship, which is characterized by an imbalance in terms of power between the

doctor and the patient, was studied with respect to its associations with health

inequalities.

In this concluding Chapter, the main findings are summarized first, then the

theoretical and practical implications are discussed, the contributions of the stud-

ies are reviewed, and, finally, limitations and directions for future research are

identified.
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114 CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary of main findings

6.1.1 Educational health gradients in the US and Europe

The previous Chapters revealed a number of key findings. Chapter 2 explored

the variation in the educational gradient in health across the countries of Europe

and the federal states of the US. The first remarkable finding of the study was

the great variability of the relationship between education and self-rated health

across the European countries and the federal states. But we did not compare

the relationship only between countries, for one select country—the US—we had

an especially large sample. With these data, we were also able to look into the

education–health relationship on a subnational level, namely on the level of the

50 federal states. Doing so revealed the great heterogeneity in the association

between education and health within a single country. The within-US patterns

were striking when seen in conjunction with the findings from Europe: Despite the

high per capita income in the US, some regions in the US reveal health inequalities

similar to those found in Eastern European middle income countries.

6.1.2 Subjective SES–health gradients in comparative per-

spective

Chapter 3 took our analysis further in the direction of the subjective aspects of

SES. Drawing on information from 27 high and middle income countries from

around the world, we explored the relationship between subjective SES, one’s ap-

praisal about their own location in a socioeconomic status order, and health across

countries. Our analyses showed that subjective SES and health were positively re-

lated in all countries under study. The higher one’s subjective SES, the better the

self-reported health and the greater the psychological wellbeing. This relationship

held, even when controlling for a range of objective indicators of SES, namely

education, household income, and occupational prestige. Furthermore, analyses

revealed sizable cross-national variation in the size of the subjective SES–health

association across countries. A crucial fact was that the size of the subjective SES–

health association in a country was largely independent of the income distribution

and the overall level of wealth in a country.

6.1.3 Income comparisons, income inequality, and health

Chapter 4 focused on a mechanism assumed to link social stratification on the

country-level to population health. In a sample of 23 European countries, we

found that income inequality is indeed negatively correlated with self-rated health
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and psychological wellbeing, even when accounting for differences in GDP per

capita. Given the fact that status competition is one of the most often proposed

mechanisms linking income inequality to individual health, we hypothesized that

the negative effect of income inequality on health should be strongest for those who

attach the highest importance to comparing their income to the incomes of others.

While we did find a negative direct relationship of the reported importance of

income comparison to health—those who found comparing their incomes to those

of others reported worse health and less wellbeing—, this relationship had the

same size in all countries, regardless of the level of income inequality in a country.

The same was true for different levels of income: The relationship between the

reported importance of income comparisons to health had the same size at all

levels of individual income.

6.1.4 The doctor–patient relationship and the social gra-

dient in health

Chapter 5 then returned to the relationship between education and self-rated

health and explored the relational aspects of the SES gradient in health by fo-

cusing on the doctor–patient relationship. Two different models of the doctor–

patient relationship—the paternalistic or doctor-centered one and the egalitarian

or patient-centered one—were examined to assess their association with the edu-

cational gradient in health. We were able to detect a number of direct associations

of some aspects of the doctor–patient relationship with self-rated health. Reports

that doctors are easy to understand and treat their patients as equals are asso-

ciated with better self-reported health. When respondents, however, report that

doctors do not tell the whole truth and are not willing to admit mistakes, it goes

along with worse self-reported health. Despite these direct effects, the doctor–

patient relationship was not found to be a mediator for the educational gradient

in health. Even when accounting for any differences in the doctor–patient rela-

tionship among the educational groups, the association between education and

self-reported health remains the same. What was striking, however, was the fact

that some aspects of the doctor–patient relationship had different health effects for

the educational groups. Analyses revealed that the positive association between

reporting that doctors are easy to understand is solely driven by the lower edu-

cated, as for those with medium or high educational degrees, there is virtually no

association. Reports that patients are reluctant to ask questions were also found

to be unrelated to health for those with medium and high education, but had a

strong negative association with health for the lower educated.
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6.2 Discussion and implications

The findings reported in this book have several important implications for research

on social stratification and health.

Firstly, the substantial variability in the relationship between education and

health across countries (as reported in Chapter 2) illustrate the malleability of the

social gradient in health. If the relationship between SES and health were solely

due to biological or genetic factors, the relationship should be fairly constant across

countries and states. The revealed variation, however, underlines the importance of

social forces that govern health and wellbeing. Also, the striking similarity between

Eastern European countries and some regions of the US raises speculation about

the underlying factors causing this resemblance. Rudimentary social protection

and problems with the health care systems seem likely candidates.

Secondly, we find a robust association between subjective SES and health in

a large number of countries, even over and above the associations of objective

SES indicators with health (as reported in Chapter 3). We are also able to de-

tect substantial variation in the size of the subjective SES–health gradient across

countries. However, this variation appears to be unrelated to national income and

income inequality in a country. The fact that subjective SES is not ameliorated

by higher national income could point to that subjective SES is not merely reflect-

ing unmeasured aspects of objective SES, but is indeed an indicator of distinct

subjective aspects of SES.

Thirdly, we are able to call into question the mechanism of status differentia-

tion as a driving force of the negative income inequality–health relationship and

the social gradient in health. Researchers, such as Wilkinson and Pickett (2010)

and Marmot (2004), identified this as an important factor explaining the SES–

health association. Our cross-national study, however, conducted an innovative

and crucial test of this mechanism, making use of two important health outcomes

and was unable to find support for the status differentiation mechanism. Future

research on the income inequality–health correlation should consider focusing on

other possible linking mechanisms. For instance, income inequality has been shown

to skew politics in favor of the well-off in a society (Hacker and Pierson, 2010),

which could also have repercussions on population health by deteriorating welfare

provision to those who are worse off.

Fourthly, when comparing the findings across Chapters 2 and 3, the apparent

sensitivity of the income inequality–health relationship to the selection of countries

under study is revealed. While in Chapter 3 we are unable to detect a negative

relationship between income inequality and two health outcomes in a sample of

27 countries from around the world, we find such a relationship in a sample of
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23 European countries in Chapter 4. We were able to cast doubt upon one of the

popular mechanisms assumed to underlie the income inequality–health relation-

ship, and this finding calls the existence of a universal relationship between income

inequality and health into question (e.g. Beckfield, 2004; Lynch et al., 2004).

Fifthly, we show that creating a more egalitarian doctor–patient relationship

in health care can have positive results for lower educated respondents. Although

the educational gradient in health is not due to any systematic differences in

the doctor–patient relationship that the different educational group experience,

we reveal that some aspects of the doctor–patient relationship do have varying

effects for the educational groups. Particularly, the lower educated seem to benefit

from a more egalitarian doctor–patient relationship: thus, a continued move to a

more egalitarian doctor–patient relationship. For instance, this could occur via

communication training for physicians and by creating incentive structures in the

health care system for more active patients, which might improve the health of

the lower educated and, thus, compress the social gradient in health, ultimately

contributing to a better health status of the overall population.

6.3 Contributions

The selection of studies presented in this book make several distinct contributions.

Firstly, we emphasize the importance of not only looking beyond national borders

when studying the relationship between SES and health, but also revealing the

relevance of looking closely at heterogeneities within countries under study in

Chapter 2. This is an important contribution to the literature comprising the

comparative turn in health inequality research, which may remind this nascent

research field of the fallacy known as “methodological nationalism” (Mau and

Verwiebe, 2010; Wimmer and Glick Schiller, 2002).

Secondly, we reveal a robust association of subjective SES and health for the

first time in a cross-national setting from around the world in Chapter 3. Further-

more, we are also able to show that this relationship holds in all of the 27 countries

under study after controlling for the objective SES markers of income, education,

and occupational prestige. While previous studies have largely focused on single

countries, and most frequently on the US or the UK, our study is able to show

substantial variation in the size of the subjective SES–health association across

countries.

Thirdly, we present a novel test of the status competition mechanism that

has been hypothesized as linking the relationship between relative income, income

inequality, and health in Chapter 4. In a 23-country study, we were able to show
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that individuals’ social comparison orientation with respect to income does not

exacerbate the negative health effects of relative income or income inequality in

23 European countries, casting serious doubt on the causal link between income

inequality and health.

Fourthly, we explore a novel dimension of the health gradient literature, namely

the doctor–patient relationship in Chapter 5. While the relationship between

doctors and patients has shifted tremendously in the past decades towards a more

egalitarian model of the relation, the consequences for the social gradient in health

have so far been left unexplored. Our results allow us to identify important areas

where the social gradient in health can potentially be reduced.

6.4 Limitations and directions for future research

Being a genuinely cross-national study, the Chapters in this book have to face the

limitations that apply to most cross-national research.

A major problem for cross-national research on health inequalities is one of its

core aspects, namely the measurement of health. A major methodological step

is improving the measurements of health outcomes across countries to be able

to assess and remove measurement error and any measurement invariance across

countries. For the Chapters in the present book, this was only possible for the

psychological wellbeing used measure in Chapter 4 (Van de Velde et al., 2010a),

but it can be hoped that cross-national health survey data will soon be able to

provide the necessary information for state-of-the-art analytical techniques. A

greater focus on multi-item measures of core variables to allow for the assessment

of measurement equivalence (Davidov et al., 2014) or the use of anchoring vignettes

(King et al., 2004), as it has already been implemented in the Survey of Health,

Aging, and Retirement in Europe (SHARE, Börsch-Supan et al., 2013), is greatly

desirable.

Furthermore, due to the great reliance of cross-national research on cross-

sectional data, causal interpretations of the results can easily be called into ques-

tion. This creates the problem of being unable to distinguish between health

selection and social causation on the level of individuals, but also that the find-

ings of country effects might be plagued by omitted variable bias. For improving

the understanding of SES effects on health, the collection of longitudinal data on

the individual level offers great potential. Again, the SHARE data (Börsch-Supan

et al., 2013) will become a valuable resource. For understanding country effects

(also in the absence of longitudinal data on the individual level), analyses of pan-

els of country-level data, such as Avendano (2012), Beckfield (2004), or Pop et al.
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(2013), can yield important insights, especially when making use of a fixed-effects

framework that allows one to account for any time-constant factors, even when

they are unobserved. However, these models are limited in their ability to con-

trol for country differences in population composition. In order to overcome this,

analyses of pooled cross-sectional cross-national data sets are a promising line of

research (Peter et al., 2014).

As already demonstrated in Chapter 2, future research (e.g. Kibele et al., 2014)

can potentially yield important insights when properly modeling all the relevant

levels in a spatial hierarchy and when contextual-level effects are of interest. The

understanding of the consequences of an “omitted level bias” deserve more atten-

tion in future research.

The majority of the countries that are studied in cross-national research are

what some (Henrich et al., 2010) have called ‘WEIRD:’ Western, Educated, Indus-

trialized, Rich, and Democratic, which raises the question of how far the findings

from our studies can be generalized to a global context. In Chapter 3, we were able

to step out of the Western context a bit by including also non-Western countries,

but future research should focus on increasing the scope of cross-national research

on health inequalities, assessing whether results obtained in a WEIRD context

can be replicated under different context conditions. Comparative research on

health gradients is an emerging and highly dynamic field that can greatly benefit

from drawing on different data sources (e.g Corsi et al., 2012) and, as done by

Olafsdottir et al. (2013) and here in Chapter 2, by pooling different data sets. A

further standardization of the measures used in studies would greatly benefit such

endeavors.




